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Haunted

My friend First Name of a Person has color eyes and is tall or short. name recently volunteered to take part in

a test. The doctor running the test was named Dr. another name, and he/she needed a person just like name!

name had color eyes and was tall or short, which was the perfect fit for this experiment. The exciting thing was

the test was to take place in a supposedly haunted building in Spain! name loved scary things, and was excited to

fit the needed requirements to attend. name, not sure why they needed a color eyed, tall or short person couldn't

care less, and just wanted to begin!

Name woke up the morning of departure and boarded the transport. The transport was packed, there were way

too many people on it! Now why anyone would want to travel on a transport was beyond name, but he had to, so

he sucked it up, and put his fear of transport riding behind him. On the transport, name sat beside a woman with

a rather interesting clothing. The clothing had green and yellow polka dots all over it / them! It was very

distracting for name.

The transport arrived in Spain, and name was a little disappointed. You see, the weather was gloomy, and the

rain in Spain had created a very wet walk to the taxi stand, where name needed to catch a ride to the haunted

building. name caught a taxi and said to the driver, "This weather is a real rain on my parade". The driver asked

name where he needed to go, and when name replied, "The haunted building", the driver was taken back with

horror! "Don't you know that the haunted building has a caterpillar problem!?" name wasn't too worried about

caterpillars



though. name was able to get over his fear of transport, so a few caterpillars were no problem!

When the taxi pulled up to the haunted building, a sign above the gate read, "To The Manor Born". The building

was vacant, and as name walked up to open the gate, he was greeted by Dr. another and the trusty assistant Isaac.

They asked name if he was scared to go in, and spend a week in this haunted Spanish building. name simply

smiled and said, "There's a new sheriff in town!", and walked up the path, and into the building. Isaac whispered

to Dr. another name, "His goose is cooked".

name got settled into the haunted building, and spent the first day and night running around, exploring the many

rooms. On the second night however, name found out the building truly was haunted, when a ghost appeared in

the kitchen! The ghost caught name off guard, and at first appeared to be terrifying, wearing a shirt the colour of

bright red lipstick. The ghost said hello to name, to which name said nothing. Instead, name stood in awe of what

was happening. The ghost yelled out, "duck!", making name turn around quickly to see a object heading straight

toward him/her. He stood back up and noticed another ghost behind him who had thrown the object. The two

ghosts laughed to each other, and welcomed name to the building. They told name how he was the first person to

visit the building in many years, and that people are scared to come up. They explained that they used to be race

car drivers, and were invited to the building for an awards show. After they left the show, they got into car

accidents, and died, waking up in the building as ghosts!

People



were scared of them, and upon seeing them "haunting" the building, fled and never returned. There had been

rumors and stories about the ghosts floating around the twitterverse, and they simply weren't true! As the week

went on, name and the ghosts became friends, talking about their past and their famous last words, which were

written on the wall in the living room of the building. The ghosts explained that people are afraid of them for no

good reason. If others simply took the time to get to know the ghosts, they would understand they are actually

quite lovely. The ghosts showed name their old race cars which were ghosts as well and located in the garage of

the building. One of the ghosts said, "What do you think of my Lamborghini or his Porsche? Pretty nice, eh?" 

name didn't know it was possible for a car to become a ghost as well, and was quite impressed.

After spending time with the ghosts and seeing how nice they were, name decided that was the last straw, and

pledged to the ghosts that he/she would tell everyone the truth about them! After his weeklong visit was up, Dr.

another asked how it was. name said it was great, and that the ghosts aren't as scary as everyone thinks! Dr.

another thanked name and agreed to spread the news!
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